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ASBSU Senator denounces
peace demonstrators at MLK march
tI~""tet=
To cSo ~ "hOt to «So _:.-..._r
tices for all people, regardless of
race, color or religion."
Helms blasted the media for focus-
ingon the anti-war sentiment, which
labeled many of the marchers "peace
activists."
ASBSU President Eric Love
agreed with Helms that the media
covered theevent poorly, but said he
had no control over what people
exwessed on signs or to the media.
• You and I should both write a
leuer to the
Statesman
and com-
plain about
themedia,"
said Love.
"They
should
have fo-
cusedmore
on human
rights."
Love also said that when the
marchers reached the Statehouse,
he made it very clear that the day's
events should be supportive of the
troops in Saudi Arabia, and cau-
tioned against letting the anti-war
sentiment get out of hand.
Sen. Melinda Davidson blasted
Sen. Jerry Banks. who she said
criticized the march, but did not
appear at any of the MLK functions. '
"I was at the rally, and Eric had no -
" ... becauseI probably
would, have strangled
one of, those peace
marchers," said Sen.
Jerry Banks.
'HelmsCom'd on page 16
Jaime Escalante: Grand finale to BSU's MLK celebration
I
21stcenlUry."
To remedy this situation he out-
lined three mgredients for success:
determination, discipline and hard
work. He asked parents to relate to
their children with unconditional
love, show concern for their lives,
discipline and understand them.
Escalante maintains there is no
shortage of opportunity in this
country for everyone regardless
of socio-economic background.
In order to seize that opportunity
he recommends one thing: the
desire to succeed.
Evidently Escalante is not
above using trickery to motivate
that desire in his students. He
shared many amusing stories to
, illusttatethis point. He told ,of ,
"""ancst1Jden,t,WJJOWaDrecItb,dJ'OP","
his class right away. Instead ofaP -
lowing the student to dropEscalante
offered him an A for running er-
rands in support of the class. The
student accepted. Then he taught
the student a coufle of easy math
problems to see i he might be ca-
Escalante Cont'd on Page 16 ;'High schools in the United States are not producing students to stand
and 'deliver for the challenges of the 21st century," stiid Escalante.
By Larry Purviance
The Umversity News
The Persian Gulf war tensions fi-
nally stirred BSU's student gov-
ernment last week.
Sen. Robin Helms, reading from a
written script, denounced the peace
demonstrators who turned the
Martin Luther King march on
Monday into "yet another anti-war
rally."
"When 1 was
asked to co-
sponsor Senate
BillNo.18,Iwas
under the impres-
sion that this
march was to be a
celebration of a
wonderful man,
Martin Luther
King Jr.," said Helms. "Many of us
in the crowd were disheartened to
fmd •.. signs carried by many that
reflected this anti-war stance."
SB 18provided the funding for the
week of celebrations, and the Fri-
day night lectureby JaimeEscaIante.
Helms said the march also ne-
~lected its stated purpose of focus-
mg on Hispanic issues "even though
there were' many BSU organiza-
tions specifically dedicated to His-
panic students in attendance," said
Helms. "Ifeel thalthis march should '
have focused on equality' and, the
, eradication of discriminatory prac-
By Loren Petty
The University News
trict is poorly funded and has prob-
lems with gang activity and vio-
lence, Escalante's leadership has
elevated the school to the certain
distinction of being seventh in the
United States in terms of calculus
achievement, according to BSU
Jaime Escalante, perhaps the most
famous teacher in the United States
and subject of the movie Stand and
Deliver, addressed a near-ca-
pacity crowd Friday night in the
Human Perfonnance Center.
The event, described as, "The
grand fmale of BSU's Marlin
Luther King Jr. Idaho Human
Rights Celebration," by Eric
Love was not without some
controversy. -
Although the lecture was an-
nounced as a "free" event, one
third of the seats, the best seats,
, were reserved for individuals
"wlioPaId$SforarCcePtiOriheld
prior to the lecture. During a ques-
tion and answer period one man
who had to repeat his question sev-
eral times remarked that perhaps he
could be heard better if he was in a
paid seat.
Escalante teaches at GarfieldHigh
School in largely Hispanic East Los
Angeles. Although the school dis-
'~esidellt ioJU1Keiser.
The message Escalante brought
was primarily one of hope for the
underprivileged and others. He re-
peatedly stressed the value of the
desire to succeed. He said; "High
schools in the United States are not
producing students to stand and
deliver for the challenges of the
; <':,,':,
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Foru~ teaches support for troops
by Loren Petty
The University News
"We as Vietnam veterans ... we're
the guys that are going to have to
really support the guys coming back;
. This is no cab cab speech or any-
thing like that But we went through
this, we suffered the trauma. Those
guys are going to have ittoo. Weare
gomg to be in the best position to
help them," said one of the veterans
attending a forum on Post Trau-
matic Stress Disorder (PTSD) held
in the Special Events Center at BSU
Jan. 23.
The event was sponsored by
Boise's Vietnam Veterans Outreach
Center. In attendance were veterans
of Vietnam , Korea, and World War
II. Four counselors from the Vet
Center comprised a panel of experts
present to inform the audience about
PTSD, and to discuss the ways in
which the gulf war may affect
combat veterans of other wars.
"Post traumatic stress consists of
a very normal, very natural reaction
to a very abnormal or unnatural
stressful event," said Mike Miracle,
Team Leader at the vet's center.
PTSD may remain dormant for
years. Symptoms of PTSD may in-
clude: anger, anxiety reactions,
chronic depression, hyperalertness,
impacted grief, isolation, loss of
interest, diffieulty sleeping, night-
mares, and substance abuse .
MIracle said thatPTSD is not lim-
ited to combat veterans only. He
said it can happen to anyone who
experiences stressful events such as
rape, an airplane or auto accident,
any event that-places a person in
great physical peril.
Another panelist, Dr. James Coo-
per, an adult and child psychiatrist,
said symptoms of PTSD may be
triggered by current stresses in af-
fected individuals. One Veteran de-
scribed how the war in the gulf is
affecting him.
"The thing that's affecting me is
the visual and aural delight that the
media is providing. I have to admit
that when I saw the tracers going up
into the sky at night, ... I was in two
ambushes at night, that's what af-
fected me the most. I heard the.
sounds again ... the screams,. the
pounding of automatic weapons,
. the dropping of bombs, ... even on
the Iraqis, it hurts me to feel that
people have to suffer through that"
Are you green?
by Loren Petty
The University News
A protest rally against the escala-
tion of the Gulf crisis was held the
day before the war began. The
sponsor was the newly founded
Boise Green Party. BSU student Jon
Knapp decided to begin a chapter of
the Green Party in Boise after dis-
covering the party in Europe and
finding that the Green Party phi-
losophy conformed to his own world
views.
"They put into words what I
couldn't say," said Knapp. .
Nationally, the Greens are coordi-
nated by the Green Committees of
Correspondence (GCOC). At their
initial gathering in Aug. 1984 they
adopted "10 key values" which
guide theparty. AccordingtoGCOC
literature, these are those 10 values:
ecological wisdom, grassroots de-
mocracy, personal and social re-
sponsibility, nonviolence, decen-
tralization, community-based eco-
nomics, postpatriarchal values, re-
spect for diversity, global responsi-
bility and future focusl
sustainability.
The Boise chapter has a modest 30
dues-paying members, according to
Knapp, but they on!y i~sti~t~
formalized membership cntena m
December.
In California the Greens have re-
ceivedofficial party status. No small
feat when you consider California
state law requires a minimum of
80,000 registered voters to qualify
forofficial party status, said Knapp.
In California a Green write-in
candidate for Congress received one
percent of the vote. In Missoula,
Mont, a Green member won a seat
on the city council. Knapp expects
the Idaho Green Party will field
candidates for state office in 1992.
Knapp described the Greens in
the United States as a loose confed-
eration of over 200 groups across
the country. He said the Europeans
Greens have accused the American
Greens of being afraid of leaders.
The U.S. Greens do have leaders
. but they are directly accountable to
thewillof the party memberShip
and. can be recalled at any time.
Persons interested in Boise
Greens, contactKnapv.at 384-0137.
helps prevent PTSD
Another Veteran admitted that he pointed out the great value of sup- units rather than as individuals like
was a victim ofPTSD and said, port groups that have formed for the Vietnam vets. Cooper also cited
"... I don't want to go home, the families of service members in the several unknown variables which
house is empty and I sit up at night, gulf may affect the stress levels ofser-
CNN is there right in my face ... I'm For families with one parent in the vice people in the gulf: night fight-
sitting there waiting and waiting gulf he stressed the importance of ing, lack of cover in the desert and
and waiting because the next little making the home environment as the possible use of chemical weap-
piece of news has got to be that similar to previous times as pos- ons.
much more juicy ... then I get frus- sible without negating what has Veterans of Vietnam and Korea
trated when they go to some other happened or being superficial. said that their treatment upon re-
news. I can'twateh the regular news Panelists reported that the vet turning home greatly affected their
anymore .... It reminds of some of center has already received au tho- mental states. Miracle said it is im-
the same stuff I did late at night in rization to counsel returning gulf portant to support the vets regard-
the jungle. I don't need that again veterans. They said it is unknown less of personal attitudes about the
because in '84 I went back to the whether or not the incidences of war. He said that soldiers are not
wall (Vietnam Memorial in Wash- PTSD will be greater or lesser in policy makers and the public should
ington D.C.). I made my peace with gulf veterans than in Vietnam vet- not blame the soldiers. A veteran of
the ghosts, I made my peace with erans. Korea and Vietnam said, "Re-
thenamesandl thoughtitwasclear. One positive factor cited for gulf member, when these guys come
Now it's just all coming back." vets is that they went over to Saudi back, they come back with honor
Miracle listed some adjustments Arabia in units and will return in and dignity."
that can be made to help deal with ••••••••••••• "1Ii ••.••••••
added stress: control the intake of
caffeine, identify yourpersonalre-. • DOMINO·S PIZZA ••actions, stay healthy, take vitamins,
exercise, get proper rest, and talk • •
abouttheeventsandgettheminoo. BRONCO SPECIALthe open. Cooper specifically .' •
ANewLookfor~\: SMALL ONE ITEM 3 2§ :
• PIZZA +TAX .,
:~illl~:...~ ~i~yl
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ASBSU
Spotlight
by Eric Love
ASBSU President
Special to The University News
The Martin
Luther King,
Jr./Idaho Hu-
man Rights
Celebration
was a great
success again
this year.
Thousands of
students and community members
participated and/or attended the five-
day celebration. Boise State Uni-
versity has played the leading role
in educating Idaho about MLK, Jr.
and human rights. I would like to
thank everyone who helped do any-
thing for the celebration, especially
ASBSU, Student Activities, the
Black Student Union, CKI, O.B.
L.A., Sage and Sylvia, and a very
special thanks to Andy Nevala and
Sam Hesch for their cover of U2's
"MLK." AIl your work is greatly
appreciated. '
Events to look forward to and
participate in are Leadership Quest
91, "Can I Speak For You?," plays
aboutAfricanArnerican Culture and
history, and the best Spring Fling in
the history of Boise State University.
CallASBSU at 385-1440orStudent
Activities at 385-1223 for more
information.
We have positions open in'
ASBSU, including office assistant
(work study only), Senators for the
College of Technology & Graduate
School, and we still need one more
LobbyisL Pleasestop bytheASBSU
office in the Sub Annex IT to fill out
an application. .
The Senate is continuing to work
hard and make tough decisions un-
der the leadership of Senate-Pro
Tem Gary Meyers. I really think we
will shake the University a little this
semester. Stay timed for more in.
fonnation and foresight into the
happenings of ASBSU
Peacel'
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What's Out There
by Veronica Lang
Special to The University News
, 0
Q. What is your perception of women's roles inth'e Gulf War?
Although women in the military
who are now stationed in the Gulf
may not be serving in combat
roles, the female members of the
military forces adhere to one ba-
sic rule: they follow orders. In-
herent in the edict is the idea that
the good of the corps supercedes
the good of the individual. Per-
sonally, I'm not sure that any sys-
tem that expects individuals to act
as automatons is worthwhile.
- Sharon S. Gregory
Randy Triplett
They are required to perform the
exact same duties as the men,
whether itbe fighting, command-
ing or pushing paper.
(Iwill add that I was real disap-
pointed in how one-sided The
University News was against the
war. A newspaper's responsibility
is to be well-rounded)
- Randy Triplett
Gary Neighbor.
It's really not much more differ-
ent than that of any man's.
-Gary Neighbors
My perception of women in the
Gulf is the same as my perception
of men in the Gulf. It scares me!
The fact that women can now die
alongside men in a war that has so
far been waged with missiles is
scary. And yet, a more scary thing
is aboutto happen. When the ground
war starts for real, a lot of men and
women will die, but very few
people in this country will ask any
questions about their own death.
Yes, whether you die in a war or in
your sleep, death is the real enemy.
(I work at Marriott Food Services
Monday and Wednesday if anyone
wants to talk to me about this.)
- Troy Schultz
Todd Morgan
The role of women, particularly
in the military capacity, has been
ignored by media and international
contacts, possibly because of the
location of the war. (Women aren't
considered worthy of visibility in
that geographic locale.) I know this
view is misleading, because of the
largeamountoffemale medical and
military staff being sent into the
heart of the war zone.
- Todd M. Morgan
Amy Brown
The media doesn't really tell
about women in the war. Of
course, they always say "men and
women," but they are really talk-
ing about men! Where are the
women?
-Amy Brown
A Time-To 'Reflect
By Arnold Panitch
Professor of Social Work
Special to The University News
Last year, Idaho declared the third
'Monday of every January to be
Martin Luther King Jr./Human
Rights day. Only Montana, New
Hampshire and Arizona failed to
recognize it on the state level. And
if you read the papers, you see what
kind of machinations are occurring
in Arizona. I am so glad Gov.
Andrus led our Legislature lastses-
sion in recognizing the King holiday
in Idaho. I am so proud that we are
not the last state to declare the
holiday.
Given Idaho's ethnic mix it is not
. surprising that there is less interest
in the holiday than in Other more
culturally diverse states. Accord-
ing to the U.S. Census, Idaho's
population is made up of .29 per-
eentbIacks, 1.1 percent Hispanics,
.63 percent Asians, 5.1 percent His-
panics and the rest whites. Idaho is
a very white place, mostly rural,
and with lots of open spaces. Social
reform comes slowly, Iknow, but
'. why can't we hoDor Dr. King in
more than name only? Why not pause and reflect upon King, and
make ita universal holiday? we can give factories and construe-
Most government workers have tion projects a rest. This would
Jan. 21 off. The Boise Public enable families to do things together
Schools close for the holiday as and reflect upon our open, free and
does my employer, BSU. Federal egalitarian society in which we are
offices are closed ~~~~~~~~~~~ supposedly all
as are city and created equally.
county offices. Idaho is a very Until this hap-
Smaller agencies white place, mostly pens, what we
like the Housing rural, and with lots have are kids at
Authority also are home with baby-
closed as we pause of open spaces. sitters and televi-
to reflect upon Dr. sian while parents
King. Since so trudge through
many transactions are done between their same routines at the office,
them,differingelementsofgovern- factory or shop. It may take time,
ment must have similar schedules, this idea of change, but this holiday
so itmakes sense from an efficiency in celebration of peace, justice and
standpoint. freedom is just too damn important
Now my notion of a holiday is that to conduct business as usual.'
all workers should get the day off to
celebrate in their own way. Once
the workers take the day off, some
of them may choose to attend a rally
or a lecture about the reason they're
not working. AtBSU,forexample,
five days of lectures, workshops
aridotheractivitieswere planned to
honor King and reflect on human
rights issues.
Some people celebrating the holi-
day might have planned a three-day
vacation, while other groups might
catch up on household chores.
That's the defmition ora holiday, a
day of freedom from labor.
A holiday also can be defined as a
custom for the suspension ot busi-
ness. Let us elevate the King holi-
day to aquiet, restful day. Let us see
if we can get the supermarkets to
shutdown,andclosedowntheauto .
dealerships from selling new cars.
Perhaps .gas station' workers can
The University
News
wants to hear from
you!
What's Out There? returns I
"Yay!?" "Nay!?" Like I care! I
know it has been a long time since
I last wrote this little gay column,
but I am back! This month I am
going to bypass any social state-
ments and go straight, I mean right
to some good down home entertain-
ment content.
1991 is the 60th anniversary of the
first full-length film that dealt with
homosexuality in a positive man-
ner. The film is the famous 1931
German masterpieceMAEDCHEN
in Uniform directed by Leontine
Sagan. This film holds a special
place in my heart, and will yours
too. Although highly acclaimed,
MAEDCHEN was banned in
America the second it was released.
During the 70s the film was redis-
covered and has been mastered to
VIDEO!! I In celebration ~f
MAEDCHEN"S 60th anniversary
I have compiled my TOP 1EN GAY
VIDEO FAVORITES that can be
rented in BOISE. I am not going to
put them in order because each one
is special and worth renting.
Of course the first film I will rec-
ommend isMAEDCHEN In Uni-
form, 1931,B&W, female theme,
directed by Leontine Sagan.
MAEDCHEN is a wonderful film woman who livcs at the dude ranch '
about Iiyoung girl living in aNaZi she is staying at until the divorce is
boarding school whose mother has final.
died. In the harsh strictness that Torch Song Trilogy, 1988, men's
surrounds her she falls in love with theme, directed by Paul Bogart.
the only person that offers her Torch Song Trilogyisa melodrama
kindness, her teacher. Her forbid- about a tragic relationship between
den attraction is discovered driving two men and many of the problems
her to the brink of suicide. that come with the life-style. This
MAEDCHEN is a very powerful mmisindescribablygood,trustme
film. on this one.
Without You I Am Nothing, 1990, Therese and Isabelle, 1968,
varied theme, directed by Sandra women's theme,B&W,directedby
Bernhard. Whether Sandra and Radley Metzger. Therese and
Madonna had a "fundamentally Isabelle is a Dutch film about a
funking thing going on and on and woman, Therese, who returns to the
on", or not, Without You I Am girls school she attended 20 years
Nothing is definitely funky and before where she fell in love with
definitely throws some good shit at Isabelle. Throughout the film
Madonna. Sandi, perhaps the most Therese relives the memory of her
famous gay comedienne, has really first intimately romantic relation-
outdone herself with this film ver- . ship in sometimes embarrassingly
sion of her "smash hit one woman detailed narration. But, overaIl the
show." The release date has been film is sensitive and beautifully
postponed on this video, but it is a filmed and edited.
MUST SEE the second it hits the Entre Nous (Between Us), 1983,
video market. women's theme, directed by Diane
Maurice, 1987, men's theme, di- Kurys. EntreNous is aFrench story
reeted by James Ivory. Maurice is of two married women who meet
a beautiful film which closely fol- and, what else, fall in love. The
lows the book by E. M. Forester. obstacles that surround their rela-
Maurice is a film about a relation- tionship are familiar to many mar-
ship between two well-bred college ried women and men, too. The fl1m
men in Europe near the turn of the recounts their struggles with
century. The film is beautiful to touching detail. Based upon a true
watch and it explores the intellec- story, tool
tual side,mtherthan the sexual side, Parting Glances, 1986, men's
of gay male relationships in class theme, directed by B. Sherwood.
systems. Parting Glancesisa humorous look
Desert Hearts, 1986, women's at a relationship between two men
theme, directed by Donna Deitch. that seems to be going downhill. A
Desert. Hearts is only remotely second story line about a friend
based upon the book, which isgood dealing with AIDS gives the film
because the book.was awful and the extra depth.
filmiswonderfu1. Thestorylineof Persona, 1966, women's theme,
this film isaboutateaeher who goes ,B&W,directedbyIngmarBergman.
to Nevada 10 get a quick divorce - , '.
andcndsupinareJ,ationshipwitha :See Out page 6
Write
a
letter
to
the
Editor
You can mail the letters di-
rectly to The University News
at 1910 University Drive,
Boise, YD, 83725, or hand de-
liver it to our office at 1603
III University Drive.
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By Rhonda Clements
The UniversityNews
English, our native language,
materializes in our academic ca-
reers like a jungle, but instead of
containing poisonous snakes it's
filled with gerunds, participles
and sentence fragments. It is a
subject which intimidates stu-
dents as if it were a second lan-
guage that we are forced to en-
counter. Hot Prof Stuart Evett
views English as asubject that is
necessary and a subject that
stimulates students' brains.
"In Shakespeare's Hamlet,
there is a scene which ends with
Hamlet screaming at Ophelia,
'Get thee to a nunnery,' This
makes more sense if we know
that the word 'nunnery' is meant
for Shakespeare's original audi-
ence. They would have under-
stood nunnery to mean a
whorehouse as well as a reli-
gious place. A lot of teaching
consists of explaining things like
this; the explanation is not an
end in itself but a means-it may
bewhat students need in order to
get the scene to come alive in
their minds. Getting the scene to
come alive in their minds is the
reason for providing it. In my
own education, Isure had a lot of
classes from teachers who
seemed to have forgotten
this,"said Evett
'This. iveef(
Stuart
'Evett
Evett, a biology and English ma-
jor in college, believes the most
important things he learned from
the natural sciences was that all the
statements we make about the world
are provisional. He believes that
learning about literature and sub-
jects that are mostly foreign to be-
causes the brain to exercise. In
order for one to look at literature
and understand it they have to
analyzeitas if they were wearing
someone else's shoes. And the
hardest aspect of understanding
literature is that it causes inner
reflection, which is very threat-
ening to most people.
Evett understands the
importance of teaching and
emanates this quality by his
own teaching standards. He
understands the pressures
and frustrations that come
with introductory writing
.classes, for himself as a
professor and for his stu-
dents. He doesn't let the
politics that come with any
public institution bring him
down, and he isn 'tafraid to
speak his mind when asked.
"Public education in America
is largely run these days by a lot
of guys in three-piece suits who
speak of student 'product' and
who see education mostly as a
matter of profit to themselves.
This seems to bean impoverished
notion of education, and I wish
these people would go work
somewhere else,"said Evett.
Stuart Evett is a professor ev-
eryon!? should try to encounter m
their academic career, for he or-
fers an experience of newness
and the opportunity to think
empathetically.
Foul Weather Friends?
by Julia Michaels,
Student Opinion
Special to The UniversityNews
As the war in the Gulf unfolds, an
astonishing phenomenon has ac-
companied it-public figures from
local to national levels are exhort-
ing us to pray. I do not question or
know the religious beliefs of Tom
Brokaw. The marvel is in hearing
these words comingfrom those lips
(and on network television).
"There's nothing we can do now
but pray."
To whom are they suggesting we
pray? Toourselves? Anexercisein
futility tobolster our sagging re-
solve? Wouldn't that be a bit ego-
eentric,nottomentionamajorwaste
of time? Perhaps they mean one of
the great philosophers or scientists
- Aristotle, Ayn Rand or Einstein.
Probably not They wouldn't hear
us.
Well, then, they are suggesting we
pray to God.
Who? Where is our integrity?
Until just recently, God has been
persona non grata in-every sense ~f
the word. We push God out of our
lives and activities at every oppor-
.tunity. Prayer has become otfen-
sive behavior; acknowledgement of
a higher being than ourselves has
become an absurdity.
And now, just when we have no
use for God and send Him packing
.9l. uidl-educaud.
person is one who
lias the capa6ifity
ana desire to search
to understand the
uninoum.
makes us feel frightened and out of
control. So we request, and so He
answers our need for someone
powerful enough and loving enough
to help us. Logically then, if He is
such a person, He is worthy of a
second look. If He is a friend in
desperate times, perhaps He is a
friend for all times--someone who
wants to help you with your home-
work and get you through your fi-
nancial difficulties and go to the
movies with you. Read the gospels;
fmd out what He's really like.
Yes, He is a God for emergencies.
But He's also a full-time, always-
available kind of companion, who
"longs to be gracious to you." So
while you're praying forpeace,pray
for a closer look. .
I commend you to my Friend,
Is_-I Is--I [S _"'~
Letters to the Editor
Editor:
I want to share my findings with
Idahoans from Pierre Moussa's
book. As a black man, I also would
like Idahoans' response to this in-
teresting and totally misplaced
analogy.
Pierre Moussa once reflected an
old fable from the Cameroons,
which tells us how God went walk-
ing together with His three sons, a
white man, a black man and a gorilla.
The last two lost their way and God
went on walking with the white
man only.
This myth illustrates the black
man's dream, the dream of getting
away from a condition which he
regards as almost animal, back to
the white man, to God, to prosper-
ity, to happiness.
Ifwe enlarge this dream to take in
not only the black world, but also all
the inhabitants of the white world,
can it come true? If so, on what
conditions, to whom? When? And
how can the white world best help
to make it come true?
-SimonAkpa
Dear Editor:
After watching hours of television
coverage of the war in the Gulf and
listening to various opinions on the
war.i nave oecomeoisturoeo oy me
mounting antagonism between the
anti-war and pro-action forces. I
am concerned because I do not want
any American citizen to feel that
they cannot express their opinion
freely in public because of intimi-
dation from the opposition. An
example of such intimidation was
the threatening phone call to a BSU
Professor telling him not to speak
out against the war.
Freedom of expression is funda-
mental to any democracy and to
practice the childish behavior of
intimidation to suppress unpopular
opinion is anti-American.
- Jonathan Kostenko
Editor:
I would like to respond to a state-
mentmade by yourreporterChereen
Meyers, in the Jan. 21 issue of the
University News: "Dr. Keiser anil
Dr. Ruyle wererepeatedlycontacled
by the University News, but never
returned the calls." From my docu-
mented notes, Chereen Meyers
called the president on Friday, Jan.
18, asking to speak by phone with
president in order to meet a dead-
line. I informed her that the presi-
dent was at the statehouse ata meet-
ing (mid-morning), was scheduled
for a luncheon meeting, and would
return for I :30 and 2:30 appoint-
ments. In answer to my question if
someone else could help or if the
president could call later in the af-
ternoon, her response was that she
would call again. No call was re-
ceived priorto this call nor after this
call from Ms. Meyers or anyone at
the University News, requesting an
appointment
If there is one area that Dr. Keiser
is most dedicated and sensitive to, it
is responding to student concerns.
In the more than eight years that I
have been involved in scheduling
the president's appointments, he has
never refused to speak to students
or refused an interview when at all
possible, even with an always busy
schedule. In my opinion, your re-
poners cOUJOJearn agrearoear ttom
President Keiser and I'm sorry Ms.
Meyers chose to discredit him. In
this instance, perhaps your reporter
was more concerned with meeting a
deadline than with being respon-
sible and accurate.
In fairness to President Keiser, I
believe the UniversityNews owes
him an apology for its lack of pro-
fessionalism in reporting, for its
lack of common courtesy in regard
to the president's schedule, and for
.its lack of commitment to good
journalism.
Sincerely,
Bene Donahue
Secretary, President's Office
ginning college students becomes a
necessity for those who want to
become well-educated. A well-
educated person is one who has the
capability and desire to search to
understand the unknown.
"Mostofuswalkaround,ingreater
or lesser degree, trapped in what-
eversetof social, moral and religious
prejudices happened to get to us
first My notion of a good class is
one in which these kinds of paru-
lions are broken down,"said Evett.
That is exactly how Evett looks
at his own teaching method. He
thinks that the struggle with litera-
ture comes from the fact that it
down the road, here comes this
pesky war thing to blow our atheis-
tic aspirations .out of the water.
Public school teachers cannot men-
tion His name in the classroom; we
cannot acknowledge or thank Him
for anything at public gathedngs-
butby golly, He needs to getonover
to the Middle East and keep an eye
on our loved ones.
To those of us who love Him, all
this renewed interest in the Father's
help may make us feel like good
friends of a lottery wlnner-sglad for
the massive amounts of attention
He's getting, but resentful because
it does not seem sincere.
And we would be wrong. God is
not so petty and grudging as we
humans tend to be. In fact, He
welcomes any opportunity to make
. himself known. -
"So long as we imagine that it is
we who have to look for God, then
we must often lose heart But it is
theotherwayabout: God is looking
for us. And so we can afford to
recognize that very often we are not
looking for God; far from it, we are
in full. flight from God, in high
rebellion. And God knows that and
has taken it mtoaccount, He has
followed us into our own darkness;
there where we thought finally to
.escape HiIn, we run straight into
His arms," (Prayer, Simon
Tugwell) .
This present darkness, this war,
OUT continued from page 5
Persona is a Swedish film that re-
ally twists the viewers mind with
cool images and a story line that
changes every minute. The main
story is about an actress that drops
out of life refusing to interact with
the world around her. She is pre-
scribed to take -a vacation at the
beach with a live in nurse. The film
story is conveyed through images
and a monologue from the nurse to
the silent patient. Bergman's cre-
ative style is strong in this film and
like MAEDCHEN should be seen
more than once ..
The Color Purple, 1985,
women's theme, directed by Steven
Spielberg. The ColorPurple fol-
lows the book, with the exception
of the gay relationship between the
women. It's irritating that Spielberg
felt homosexuality should be toned
down in The Color Purple. But to
the trained viewer, the relationship
is clear. The film deals with the
painful life ofay()l1Dg blackwOfD811
basically sold into marriage. Ironi-
cally, the woman the girl ~c~mes
involved with is her husband s Ideal
image of what a woman should reo
ally be. .
. The Women, 1939, hidden
women's theme, B&W,directedby
GeorgeCuker. TheWomen,likeThe
Color Purple is a film wi~ a gay
theme that isn't as obVIOUSas
Therese and Isabelle, but it's the~
all rightl Perhaps an influence 1D
the making of Desert Hearts, The
Women is a film about a group of
women who travel to Nevada to get
quick divorces and live at a dude
ranch together until the papers are
fmal. This film is a good look at the
oppression of women, but skip the
ending and make one up for your-
selfbecause the Hollywood ending
in this film is enough to make even
straightwomert slckl .
The best betsJor rental of these
videOs and()thef gay theme films
.are the FlickS, Blockbuster and the
public library. .
" " .' ~ - T _ • •• • •
~1·~~.",;:J~\·~:~ ....t\~~.~~~~··
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Oil spill reeks havoc on Persian Gulf
WASHINGTON - The Sibe-
rian raptor, the bottle-nosed dol-
phin and the Ambian ghost cmb
suddenly are on the front lines of
the Persian Gulf War.
They are not Desert Storm code
names. They're a few among the
thousands of species of bird, sea
and mammal life in the gulrs rich
and varied ecosystem.
Soon they may join the human
victims of the region's war, where
environmental damage could dwarf
that of any conflict in history .
Oil fires top the worry list of some
environmentalists, who fear the first
oil wens ignited Tuesday by Iraqi
troops soon couldbecomearegionaI
inferno that will blacken the skies
for years and alter the world's cli-
mate.
"The war is going to wreak just
incredible destruction on the envi-
ronment," said Mark Sommer, an
activist with Greenpeace, the
world's largest environmental
group.-
Experts are deeply divided over
. the potential fallout from burning
oil fields, but one prediction is that
ignition of aU 363 producing wens
in .Kuwait would bum nearly 3 mil-
lion barrels of oil a day.
Thick smoke would blot out the
sun in the Middle East, lowering
temperatures as much as 68 de-
grees, causing a "petroleum win-
ter," says John Cox, a British
chemical engineer leading scientists
whose predictioris are the most dire.
The weather shift could disrupt
monsoon rains in Asia and Africa,
causing drought, crop failure and
possible famine for up to 1billion
people, they say.
Their arguments are countered by
other scientists who say the damage
to the atmosphere would be more
comparable to that of a forest fire.
"To cause a climate effect you'd
need far more smoke than we're
calculating," said Richard Small,
an atmospheric scientist with
California's
Sierra Pacific Research Corp., who
studied the threat for the Pentagon.
He estimated ignition of aU of
Kuwait's oil wens and refineries
would generate about 15,000 tons
of smoke a day, a serious annoy-
ance but a marginal environmental
threat, he said.
By DAVID JUDSON
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Rooml With a
View
It Is difficult to place a value on the sense of wonder that comes from IMng In a !?Bau-
tiful natural environment. but the benefits become apparent the moment you take
your first look at the grandeur surrounding you. GrandCanyon NatJonal Park Lodges
Is located at one 01 the most awe-inspiring natural wonders In the world - a place
like no other.
We are currently recruiting for entry positions In our hotels, restaurants. and retail
sho s located on the South Rim of Grand Canyon. Starting wages range from $4.25
toJ10 per hour with overtime paid for more than 8 hours In a day or 40 hours per
week at time and a half. Benefit eligibility begins after 90 days of employment.lmlial
work agreements are wrlUen lor periods of three to saven months with generous b0-
nuses for completion of the longer agreements.
3-month agreament ....No bonus
4-month agreement - $200 bonus
5-month agreement - $300 bonus
6-month agreement - $500 bonus
To apply. you must be at least 1Q.years of age and have both a professional appear-
ance and peoplEHlrlented aUltude.
Dormltory-style housing Is located within the Park. and housing charges of $18 weekly
will be deducted from your wages. Meals are ~vallable at reduced retes. Couples are
welcome. but housing Is not avallable for children. (Sorry, no pets al~d.)
If you are Interested. please plan to attend one of our scheduled InteM9W sessions:
9AM, 11AM, 1PM, 3PM - Monday, February 4, 1991
Holiday Inn -Airport
3300 Vista Ave.
Boise
Willk~n applicants only, No phone calls accepted.
COLLEGE STUDENT DISCOVERS SECRET
TO BEER DRINKING!!
SAVE HUNDREDS OF
DOLLARS PER YEAR
and it's all
PERFECTLY LEGALI
His book teaches
you how to brew
Import as well as
Domestic style beers
using simple step-
by-step instructions.
With Brew Pubs
becoming one of the
HOTTEST new crazes,
why not start a brew
pub in YOUR HOME
todayI IMPRESS ~OUR
FRIENDSI Serve your
own English Ale or
Guiness Stout at your
next . "Homebrew"
party. Enjoy the
good life NOWI
You owe it to
yourself to escape
the bondage of Beer
Tax and Bad Beer.
The results you get
from this book are
absolutely GUARANTEED
or you will receive a
full refundI So
order your copy
todayI
ORDER
FEBRUARY
BEFORE
15th AND
RECEIVE FREE A RBADY-
~-FlUUIE COPY OF "~
DRINK, OR NCY.r ~
DRINK." BY WILLIAM
SJlADSBBERI
Do you find
yourself low on cash
at the end of the
weeki Do you're
tastebuds pay the
price because you
still have to buy the
"Cheap Beerl" Did
you know that
Congress recently
doubled the tax
imposed on YOUR Beerl
A POOR COLLBGB
S!fUDEIr.r BAS FOUND ~
SOLUTION ~ ALL ~SE
PROBLEMSI
He is the author
of the newly
published book,
"Homebrewing Made
Easy," in which he
explains, in detail,
how to set up .and
begin brewing beer at
home a 1m os t
immediately. NO
SCIENCE DE~REE
REQUIREDI
He has devised a
method'for asse~ling'
your own microbrewery
for less than $20.00.
He shows you how· to
avoid .the."Beer Tax."
He clearly explains
how you can-LITERALLY
_._-------_._-------
[ ] YES, Please
me a copy
"Homebrewing
Easy," for
$12.95. plus
for shipping
handling.
rush
of
Made
just
$1.50
and
P~ IIet!lod:
(Pl_ Check one)
[ ] Check [] Money Order
[ ] VI Sll [] Mllster Cllrd
Card' _
Expiration Dllte I
Print NIIIIIll
Address
City,.
ZipState
Signature
Mail To:
GEM PUBLISHING
Building 1
1406 South Owyhee
Boise, Idaho 83705.
.~ ~,.""..
l''WiIw1J [f@m [fm~~g
~ .""
~
'i1'1hl~ IB311'@'iD'ml '\Wll'&W>W>~1l'
. in conjunction with
m~~,.~n~<4l ]P>&W>~1l' lP'lr@<4lm~itl:l,rrm~.
Is giving away 1200 Valentines
to be signed. by thepubUc
and deUvered to our mWtary personnel overseas.
You are invited to stop by and sign a card
anytime between February 1st and Valent1ile's Day.
'i1'1hl~ IB311'@'iD'ml'\Wll'&W>W>~1l' w111 then see that each
Valentine wish reaches our troops ...
and we'll even take care of the postage!
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEKI
lOam - 7pm Mon-Frt
lOam - 6pm Saturday
12noon - 5pm Sunday
1756 west state street
boise. Idaho 83706
208-343-8821
r--~-----~AGE;'s""i»ICKS-'
(EXCinaVlENT)
'ii'l!il@ 'W@@!k'@ 'jj'@~ ~
DICK TRACY
TOTAL RECALL
PREnYWOMAN
ROBOCOP2
ANOTHER 48 HRS.
.L~,!!-..!!!.8/9.!.~~~.!O~".!!>.!O.1':!CL~~~~-
,...-CXJfJPCJlI ----------- COIJPt'JIi -------i1
!. • • • •.....
I
"CIIARMANE"
AT TIlE DHO,\DWAY LOCATIO:"l PICKS
YOUNG GUNS II,
SWEET DREAMS
A,"lO MO' BETTER BLUES
New KIds 0 Thl
Feb. 17
NKOTB's Joe Jo
Donnie, Jorde ani
comprise one' f thE
bands In Arne a I
bringing theirhi hop!
dance-oriente shO\
PaVilion. Show orts
p.m. TIcketsrun 2501
on sale ot pre 'me
PavlllonBoxO e.ot
A-Seat locatl or c
by phone at 3 176<
AS JlEI{ FAVORITES Fon TilE \l,"EEK.
RENT ANY OF "CHARMANE'S PICKS"
AT HI-:GUI.AR I'HICI-: A:'iD
RECErvE AN ADDITIONAL RENTAL
ABSOLUTELY FREE!
II"~ Scandla 124 N:MiLWAUKEi
_ &am Toomo Square In the CInema C<mpIu
I ",-. Kafe [@][]I ::::~:~;:.I ~ ~. 375-3350 cJ~~----------------------------
4PE1 Of THE WEEK
:I •.
camP titi(
Science 2
lee Mercy on Being ~.\.'(.'.!. DayousFe~Zprocce-cor~t~. Involved Jan. 29 Seasca '. Am n
The campus KIWanis tb~~i and D pe with Sharksti and honds-~e eve s to
CKI,IsS~c:Orlngmotlw~othowill A ancer Feb 1 2 h are among Educo1\n Bt,",'""~- ME n offbeat I " :'~$j at the rt nne
speaker ~?ne 0~1heImpor- poewv"el0SepsIn a ~~c~O~~ghg! tl. ~g~nd H8uma.~~e3 .m.
be speatstugen41n~0lvement OSCOf"lL> IAIU'h S'h " C n~er .A on
tanceo d ltvandotBSU. and Dancer'b"" T" arks d \'IIS'call Jon IVI '
~~~e ~~~m~~sentatlfnth~ ~ta~e of Play~g~e o~oh~e , ~~~.
SChed~leRdoomfor~ffh~St~dent ~enal and Federal Way' f .
Lookoul ~ dlreet~"cJg:M9g~eIN~ro and :
Union Building. ff CKI's mem- . Seascape WIth Shoeendryx,.
Lee w111~~Oand reorganl-' DancerwI/IshoWFri ~d~
bershiPThIs Isan opportunity . neVenlngsstartlngat'8' 15 •
zotlon. t In on the ". ckets are $6 . »p.m.
for students to ~edec\de the M slon $5 t general adm~
round floor an", m dents Thorseniors and stu-
glrectlon of CKlIllfbe°r~:etJ:~~I. d . e director advise
Newoff\Cersw ':. m gn~~~~~"ec~tr'ih This~
february~ y pr~uctlon. Call 342-~~
;,}~se"'atlons;',; .
": i:,....~~··~;:.c;~~,:'x~.,;;/'L:·;?:J/~~'.,:~'~:.;Jk~:~:;·~;~~'.f.:~{~~\/:,~}>{.
~, ·C'.. ..,
'-:1' ..
Thisfriendly and frisky little Pomeranian female dog'
Isspayed and looking for a good loving home. She
Is eight years old and love. to ride In the car. Her name
Is Kelly and she would make a great companIon for
someone who would like a small and quiet frlend.
She Is obedient and housebroken. You can see Kelly
In kennel #~7 0.0. #15533). •
The Idaho Humane Society, 4883 Dorman, has many
wonderful pets for aooptlon. Formore Information
call 342-3508. Hours:M-F 10:00 am to 7:00 pm .
Sata1d&Jn10:00an to 6:00pm
Or;comevlsltusl , :. .
"Oged :_
~~~~~~~'b~are~::,e days gone %1
t 8p.m, Feb ~, ent prOduc-
. Theone-act. I nStage/lofthe
presented agg,~r,stagedtw'ce
College TheatreF~~reparatlon
erence for cOl/ege thval(ACTF),
eatre arts
edbYl990asu
·bYTreYOlmes96~?~fatMelorena
student.. ountaln
$2at the dOor
tlon, Col/the a$U
· Code 5907 In BT?'k,ngPhone
h Canyon Coun~.se and 454-
The Block '
Jonathan,
and Danny
· the hottest
:0, and are
h-powered
ihowto the
arts at 7:30
'5and were
'me at the
~,a"Select-
rcharged
1766. . .
Hamlet: Togo, or not togo
Film Review
by Jody Howard
The University News _
Here's some friendly advice: If
the ghost of your father shows up
and tells you to take revenge for his
foul and unnatural murder, "taint
not th,Ymind." You see, Hamlet let
~is mind get tainted and the results
in Shakespeare's tragedy (now a
film by Franco Zeffirelli), are just
tragic.
The big issues are all here - life
and death, beauty and corruption,
love and madness. Zeffrrelli and
Christopher DeVore transformed
Shakespeare's lengthy play into a
skillfully edited film without losing
the essence of the work. Purists
should be warned that scenes have
been switched around or deleted.
The results are a Hamlet more di-
gestible for the public, thrilling to
behold
This movie is worth seeing for the
production quality alone. The set-
'\ ling (filmed inScotIand and Kent)
. is breathtaking, the costumes in-
credible. Ennio Morricone's subtle,
inconspicuous musical score pro-
vides the perfect backdrop.
And action there isl Especially
when things start heating up about
halfway through, you WIll feel the
head-choppings, poisonings and
sword thrusts.
Yes, this is Shakespeare, so the
. language may seem difficult to un-
"derstand, but Hamlet is so jam-
packed with someofthe best quotes
in the English language you will be
repaid for your patient attention.
And you can pick up some quotable
quotes and pithy sayings with which
to dazzle your friends and acquain-
tances.
Zeffirelli brings out excellent
performanceS--Helena Bonham-
Carter stands out in the role of
Ophelia, touching. us deeply with
her pain; Glenn Close "becomes"
the unfortUnate Queen Gertrude;
Paul Scofield is ghostfully real as
Hamlet's dead father; Alan Bates
gives depth to the usurping, mur-
derous Claudius, and Ian Holm per-
fectly conveys the comic/busybody
character of Polonius.
Now about Mel Gibson--Ihad dif-
ficulty caring about him as Hamlet,
Most of the movie, he seemed to be
Mel Gibson Playing Hamlet, He
seemed maniacal, angry, from start
to fmish, without the quiet, brood-
ing, confusing ups and downs that
seem appropriate to the character.
He had the same tone throughout
without development or contrast,
from angry to angrier.
However, this could be the way
Zefflrelli chose to portray Hamlet,
since he had on hand Mr. Lethal
Weapon. The ftIm does focus on
anger, action and revenge.
Another problem with Gibson
could be the same problem when-
ever a big star is showcased--that
the part will be overshadowed by
the person playing it; (Then again,
Glenn Close pulled it off.) Unfortu-
nately, most movie studios demand
the big-name stars before they will
fmance anything these days.
The other problem with Gibson,
to give him the benefit of the doubt,
is the way Zeffirelli photographed
him. He is almost continually por-
trayed in a close-up, his face filling
the screen whenever he speaks. I
needed some time to let the scene
build before I was shoved into his
face. It felt like Zeffll'elli was trying.
to force emotionaI involvement with
the audience.
The circumstances and events in
the film build to a bloody and pow-
erful crescendo. The final words
leave the audience reeling: the
credits begin a little 109 quickly.
They need to leave us some time to
contemplate the last scene before
the words begin scrolling up the
screen.
Some of my favorite moments
from Hamlet Polonius' advice to
son Laertes as he leaves home (from
"Neither a borrower nor a lender
be" to ''This above all - to thine
ownselfbe true"), the {llayHamlet
uses to set a trap for hIS uncle (re-
sponses, camera work are fabulous),
mad Ophelia tenderly carried offby
Horatio, the final scene where all
the words become action.
This is the movie that finally tells
the audience what happens to
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. It
also features an Oedipal flavor in
the relationship between Close and
Gibson. (As one person in our
audience said, "YUKIII'')
Hamlet contains much food for
thought, fine performances--a
beautifully created film, flawed but
well worth the cost,
Remember to take advantage of
$2.75 Tuesday discount days at 10-
cal theatersl
Irritating Intruder
.~.
Film Reviewby Holly Capps believable as the hard-core, macho,
The University News ass-kicking alien abuser in Preda-
tor 2 and now as the tough com-
Mter being pulled from a sched- mander of the naval aircraft carrier
uled autumn 1990 release for last- in this film, we the audience know
minute reworking, critics feared the he is capable of so much more.
recent release of Flight of the In- WillemDafoehasplayedsomany
truder was a victim of bad timing. great character parts in his past
The theater was packed for a full- fIlms-the role of Jesus ofNazaretIf
price Monday night showing, de- in The Last Temptation of Christ
spite speculation the Middle East and the raw, cut-throat army offi-
crisis might adversly affect the box cia! in Platoon come to mind-tbat
office receipts for a film set seven it is hard to see him cast as this
years into the Vietnam "police ac- film's shallow, apparently self-
tion," Perhaps more appropriately serving, heroic martyr. Even his
the movie's producers should have unique ability to captivate an audi-
worried about the thin storyline, the ence with simple, stark and haunt-
lack of hard-hitting action and little ing facial expressions didn't help
orno love for the movie to fall back this character's depth or believabil-
on. ity.
These problems are the true Brad Johnson, former model,
"Plight" of the Intruder. Marlboro man and College of
Thefilm moved disjointedly from Southern Idaho student (on a rodeo
one small vignette to the other scholarship),isarelativenewcomer
making the chronology of events to the movie scene. Flight of the
difficult to follow. Even worse, far Intruder marks the second film in
too few scenes captured the real his repertoire. Johnson plays the
tragedy of war or depicted any character Jake much like the naive
amount of humane compassion for and sinipleminded aviator hunk he .
those involved in the contlict, Mter portrayed in Steven Spielberg's
catching the coverage of the de- Always making it difficult to differ-
struction the United States has entiate between these characters
caused Kuwait and knowing the. who obviously believe in truth,
damagingcapabilitiesofourSteaIth justice and the patriotism of the
bombers, the flight/fight scenes "American way." And, as we all
were oddly anti-cliJriactic. know, a Vietnam-based film such
Had their characters not been SO as Flight of the Intruder has no
poorly written, the superb acting of business including this stereotypi-
Danny Glover and WilIemDafoe cal characterization. .
• might· have helped the film save Many films playing theaters this
face:Whi1e Glover gave stunning month are better produced and have
performances in The Color Purple to be more enjoyable than Flight of
and Witness, as well as a charming the Intruder. In fact, watching
and. funny role as Mel Gibson's· CNN'scoverageoftheMiddleEast
de~tivepartner in both Lelhal.· crisis is farln0re erttertaining for
Weapon films, this aircraft-c8rrier this viewer. •... , .
commander was nothing rilorethan·· Flighto!tM Intruder is showing
a reprise of some.of the same char-at the Cineplex Odeon Cinemas'
acter types. AIthough.S()mewhat·· ~tate andOverlandlocations;.'·. ..
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Summer makes for
hot winter in Boise
Stage Review
by Kevin Patrick
The University News _
Interestingly enough, thernonetary
support from the Theatre Arts de-
partment to cover the expenses of
the troop is marginal. The depart-
It seems that $2just won't go very ment is helping to cover the travel-
far anymore. It won't buy an Iraqi ing expenses to this competition in
surrender, purchase a text book or the forms of, "motels, registration
even pay a parking ticket.' How- and transportation," said Theatre
ever, the small sum of $2 will pur- Arts chair Dr. Stephen Buss. It
chase your entry to see a fundraising seems odd that for a program that is
showing of the play Summer, Feb. 2 in Buss's words, "a very good re-
and 3, at Stage II in the Morrison flectionofthequalityofplaywrights
Center. This student-generated and cast which show growth and
show begins at 8 p.m, strength for original plays [atBSUl,"
Summer is a unique and eventful would need to hold a fundraiserto
play that has been created by BSU obtain enough money to stay for the
student, TreyOhlmesdahl. Thecast whole program of workshops and
members are predominately BSU presentations (not to mention the
students alongside some helpful buying of meals) at ACTF.
acting from a member of Idaho That is where YOU come into the
Theatre for Youth. The combina- picture.Insteadofjustreadingabout
tion of Boise State talent, tenacity, art presentations and plays you can
and courage has lead this group, take an active part in promoting the
directed by Lorena Davis, to a semi talents that exist right here on your
final showing' at LaGrande, Ore. campus. The presentation of Sum-
The competition for this opportu- mer, at Stage II, is a golden oppor-
nity to perform at the American tunity for you to see a talented cast
College Theatre Festival is stiff. present an interesting play and at
The entire Northwest region sends the same time help students reach
in multitudes of scripts to compete for their dream. The $2 ticket fee is
at ACTF and the BSU originated a direct donation to the students
play, Summer, was chosen by a who will compete.
panel of judges to participate in this It is an opportunity you will not
event The acceptance of this play regret
to the theater festival in LaGrande Take a small risk that is safer than
isinandofjtselfapromisingsignof investing in Oil Futures.
the potential of the cast, crew and Go see the show.
playwright of Summer.
The-play is set within,awox:!<t9C-.,
childhood events, and in the words '
of Lorena Davis, director, "has a
vibrancy about it that makes people
sit up and identify. It draws the
audience into that world and allows
them to remember their own child-
hood:' .
That is not to say the show is a
fluffy, puff-ball of a play. "It is a
great show for anybodr., any
age,"said Davis. Lorena sown
children love the show, and her
father, "laughed until tears rolled
down his cheeks."
Some of the by-products of this
play, such as noteriety and fame,
call attention to the tremendous ef-
fort and talent that BSU has within
its Theatre Arts department The
very first signs of life for this play
originated in BSU's playwriting
course when Trey Ohlmesdahl
sparked the creative big bang for
Summer.
According to Phil Atlakson, assis-
tant professor of Theatre Arts, the
evolutionary nature of the script
was described as an "ongoing pro-
cess which is not just a honmg of
our skills but also an effort to make
the script better:' Summer began as
a student project and has evolved
into a blend of cast and playwright
ideas and interests. The ability of
the cast and original playwright to
put aside egos and work together in
countless workshops and modes of
free thought has made Summer a
progressivly interesting and new
script. It has the unique quality of
making the viewer feel as if the
show, "is not something I have seen
before:' Over the last few semes-
ters the cast, crew and playwright
have worked to make Summer a
holistic and evolvin~ success.
The potential of this show to win
first place at LaGrande and to con-
tinue on, presentin~ Summer at the
Kennedy Center 10 Washington,
D.C., isa good beL The strong cast
of actors and actresses has, "over a
year's worth of experienCe with ~e
generation and development of this
show."andm the director's eyes
has an opportllnity to makeaudi-
ences say, "Wowl What a great
show ... ·
WITH A TWIST.
1b help keep the bounce in
your hair,we re having a sale
on our Designer Perms from
Ion: 27 to Feb. 16.The Perm
Package includes perm, cut,
shampoo, style, free 8oz. Perm
Rejuvenator and Perm Care
Tips. So to breathe new life
into your hair, come in for our -
fabulous Perm Package.
REG. $53NOW $33.
THE
HAIR
SALON
SEARS
Boise Towne Square Mall
375-1333
~l_
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you had no right-- onfy once.\\Pondering Apnea 1/
By Terry Herr
Special to The University News
By Terry Herr
Special to The University News
There was a time for soft, bright eyes
Jubilance rushing, never the wise. flaxen hair pales as does your
once-umber skin.
It had a purpose, we see it
now. You were the lesson repri-
manding all ofourself-absorption.
You are the harsh task we must
learn again and again. Once my
'albatross'-now my 'angeL'
Once my friend-now my men-
tor. Sockets for eyes where
torches once burned. Once.
Once ...
life gives (and)
death takes but once.
R.L.W.R. 5/12180
that long toe; then lie quietly on
cool sheets waiting for the "next
dance." The surely this would be
a reason for its life. Its pink, rosy,
vital, effervescent life.
But your appendage served
no cause other than that of the
devil's. He walked with you, and
embraced. you that night-wan-
ton of your soul. He taunted you
with power of the 'easy road' to
hell. Hebeckonedandyoucame,
You had no right! It was not for
you to say. You had no choice
when life was granted you. You
had no choice that night.
Bent and hard and brittle-
nailed-your long grey toe still
wrapped around the trigger of a
gun. It is pried away and the
puddle of 'sad blood' still sur-
rounds you.' The stench of
selfishness fills your bei~g. The
The second toe of one's foot
must have some purpose in this
world. Some of us are born with
"the Morris toe-the third joint,·
that unexplainable bit of evolu-
tion which serves no intentions
at all. Now no mistaking here, it
is not that short, demure toe that
is prone to corns and bunions all
winter long. Cramped upon those
synthetic boots and sweaty-
fleece lined scuffs-thattoe lives
next to your "pinky." The toe
we're talking about is long and it
dwells near your big toe: the
main one. There must be a pur-
pose for this appendage. There
must be a purpose! If only to
paint with colors the nail that
protects it. If only to drizzle sand
between it and for basking sun-
shine to burn it. If only to pinch
the buttocks of one's lover with
There was time for supple skin
Innocence shared, the men within.
There was a time for memories new
A beachmate, a 'bookend,' a person Iknew.
Then there was a time, a fork in the road:
The journeys did split, but still bore the load.
The load was a pond
Clear, wide and ever
so deep.
A ripple, a circle-
not a drop did it seep.
The pond seemed endless
in its infinite matter
Calming, yet raging-
pain purging the latter.
The pond held its secrets
of all it had seen.
Remembering eyes, the lilt
ot o queen.
The memory cries, for it
still hears the laughter.
She now, fears its death,
for it's morning after.
. , Thereonce was a time for ocean green-blue
Salt-foam would be rushing, laughing with
You.
suicide is more than a selfish fhing
By Te,.,.y lie,.,.
:ipecilJl10 The llnive,.sily Hews
suicide is more than a selfish thing
it's a pool of sad blood running from your heart
it's a broken windQ'o\'clndthe awful awful sight of you
it's a sma.ll,:~;p'I1!!i~.~~ through a thin artery
" ..;.:.;.....;.;.;..;.;.;••;.;.;..;.;.;.. ':'>::':::::~};:'::":::':'::::':"';"
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There once was a time when our hearts loved
to race.
A body of water divided our pace.
The water, a symbol, of depth in a friendship
A cleansing catharsis, limbs bathed in its
kinship.
There once was atime when love did abound
To ramble, was simple-no need to expound.
Now phrases are choking-
heat sears through the heart.
The voices are changing-
the lilt, torn apart.'
The eyes seeming narrow-
the lips, drawn and tight.
The soul, in compartment- .
sealed up for the night.
Where's thy caress, permeating
my being?
Why for, the judgement and
hatred, I'm fleeing?
( .
soft faces of parents that begat you-now;
. just wondered why.
helpless. helpless. help me cry.
shallow friends-they couldn't help you.
lifelong friends--who still need you ...
that 'boy next door'-he'll always grieve.
married thrice-why'd you leave?
There once was a pond, that we, on either
side,
Racing and laughing- Iife'twas but a ride.
The pond is still flowing, faraway there's a
smile.
Fast fading with distance-please, just stay
. awhile.
dedlcdted to M.J.M.P. May 1990
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LILYLOONEY
'!!estlers downed by Fresno State
'AWi!: level. The Broncos were not so end his two minutes of dominance
~
' , ,'" much outma~hed as o~twrestle~. was enough for one point and a last-
, The Broncos young lineup, SIX chance win. !'l.
,,~, "'c, • freshmen and ~wo sophomores, Nampa's Hastriter overpowered
, ~ lacked the expenenceand smarts of his upperclassman opponent Ray
r the Fresno squad. Roso (9-13-1). Fresno's Roso a, ~~ B!Oncos wer~ also impeded senior, was given a stem defeat atbyinjuriesatkeyweightclasses. At the hands of Hastriter with a fmal
150 pounds, freshman Eric Crespi score of 8-5.
stepped up to replace the team's top A big disappointment for the
wrestler, Nels Nelson (13-3-1). Broncoscameauhel'rt-poundclass
Nelson suffered an ankle injury where senior Mike Mansfield (6-4)
nearly two weeks ago. Crespi was was whipped in a 5-2 rumble with
handed a sound defeat as Fresno Fresno State's Scott Boness (11-
State's Anthony Camacho (12-2) 10-1).
scored a 24-9.decision. Two-sport Though the Broncos were over
freshm~~hrisSheperd(~7)made powered throughout most of the
the tranSIU0!lfrom defensive tackle meet, they showed strong promise
to heavyweight wrestler. Sheperd, as they gave the Bulldogs of Fresno
who replaced the injured sopho- State a run for the money
more Tony Vanek, was pinned by When the Broncos first entered
Bulldog sophomore Lorenzo Neal into the Pacific 10, they were con~
(16-5-1). sideredtobeattheendofthe"dogs .
, The.Bron~s ,,;on only two battles tail". The Broncos are improving
10 Fnday mght s war. Freshman steadily. They are working their
Allen Enos (7-11), a 158-pound way up and before long, their bark
stand~ut, and sophomore Dean will be as big as their bite.
Hastn~r(7~9),3:tl90pounds, were Boise State will host Cal-Poly
each victorious 10 their matches. Wednesday, January 30, in Bronco
, , ' Eno,s, at 158 pounds, pulled off Gym before they travel to the
With Fresno State,Bronco wrestlers the night's most, exciting win in a Oklahoma State Invitational Feb-
s~ffered a scraggy loss to a tena- tight, three-period contest with ruary 1-2. The Invitational will be
CIOUSBulldog squad. The Broncos Fresno's Scott Sisemore (12-11). one of the Broncos' biggest meets
won only, two matches over the Tied at four and near the end of the this season
Bulldogs 10 a meet that ende~ in a third period, Enos gathered nearly "Tonight 'they beat us but after
powerful31-lOconferencevlctory t~o minute~ of riding. time over lookingatit,lthinkwe~wrestle
for Fresno State. ., Sisemore. Sisemoresquirmedaway with them and I think they're the
Though many of the night s from Enos for an escape. Thepoint second or third best team in the
ma~hes were close contests and for the get-away would have been conference," Coach Mike Young
. BO.I~ State (3-4·1, 1-2) came.out enough for a win, but Sisemore said. "We're catching up to those
trailing Fresno State (10-4-1, 3-2- stepped out of bounds and the point guys" . +r'
1) in the end, their level of ability was denied. Enos held on for the . .
seems to be rising to the big-league remainder of the match and in the
Gymnasts vault
over UCSB
MEETANALYSIS
By Lily Looney
The Univeristy News
Bronco gymnasts tumbled their
way to a season high 189.5-182.3
team win over the Santa Barbara
Gauchos.
The Broncos had a strong show-
ing overall with outstandingperfor-
mances by juniors Debbie Justus,
Ann Staker, Liz Seeley and sopho-
more Chrissy Koennecker.
On the vault, University of Cali-
fornia-Santa Barbara's Tracey
Teruia,EveLopez,andBoiseState'S
Noelle Draggoo all tied for third at
.9.25, while Chrissy Koennecker
took second place with a mark of
9.35; Powerhouse Liz Seeley
claimed first place with a vault of
9.45, breaking her previous best of
9.30.
The Broncos claimed both flrst
and second place oil the uneven
bars. Boise State gymnast Debbie
Justus scored a second place finish
with a mark of9.55 lind Ann Staker
swung a firSt 'place made of 9.6.
StakerS mark matched her previous
besL .
On thcfloor Santa Barbara's
Sophie Aguilara gave a strong and
impressive performance to a patch-
work version of Janet Jackson's
"Black Cat". Her act was a crowd
pleaser and a score of 9.55 was
good enough for second place, but
not good enough to surpass Ann
Staker's solid performance.
Staker's showy performanceeamed
a mark of 9.7. The mark matched
another of Staker's previous bests.
Tracey Kalin showed remarkable
potential in her performance which
included a triple back flip. Liz
Seeley and Debbie Justus both had
impressive performances as well.
The beam was also dominated by
the powerful Bronco team. Debbie
Justus took third while teammate
Chrissy Koenneckerplaced second.
Santa Barbara's Aguilara placed
first with a solid 9.5 mark.
Koennecker and Justus tied at 9.4.
Boise State took the all-around
competition as Koennecker racked
up 37.50 points and a third place
finish, The aggressive, team-lead-
ing Seeley scored 37.55 points and
fmished second. The Illinois junior
Justus powered her way through an
impressive day of competition as
she led the Broncos to a team vic-
torY and clenched the all-around
title with 37.65 points.
The Broncos' Will take to the road
as they compete with Brigham
Young University on February 9
and Utah State February 11.
The gymnasts return home for the
fmal two home meets of the season
as they host Washington and Utah
State in the BSU InVitational on
March 2· and San •Jose State' on
March 16. BOthmeets will 00 held
in the Pavilion.
Bronco hoops:
a midseason
evaluation
Bronco Basketball has been good-
some years. It has been better in
others, and it's gotten worse in
others.
True, Bobby Dye has been a suc-
cessful coach. True he has made
many accomplishments with BSU's
program. Butishiscurrent"system"
built not only to win games, but to
move players on to the next level of
competition?
Coach Dye's style is textbook.
Follow the rules. Don't take
chances. Run the offense for a this
amount of time before you take that
shot. Use up the clock. Run this
pattern, then this pattern. Don't
stray from the plan.
The question is: Is Coach Dye's
program developed to suit his per-
sonnel or are his personnel pro-
grammed to suit his system?
The success of any program de-
pends on the ablility of the head
coach to realize each players'
stengths and weaknesses. He must;:cq~~~f~~g~~~=es~~~~~~" MmANALYSIS
Ignore them. He must change his B~ Lim" tee ne y" ..
plan according to his players and 7i • •
avoid changing his players to e. mve,rsilf News
accomodatehisplan. Hemustknow In Fnday night s PAC-I0 meet
that he is developing players tomove
on. Cases in point: nilly Fikes
possess untapped talent. He has
extraordinary leaping ability. He's
aggressive. His heart is in the fast
break flash. He's a high energy
scorer. He sets a fire in the stands.
Usc it. Let him loose. Develop his
dribbling, free throws, jump shots.
Fikes will beunstopable. JeffSanor
has exhibited only an inkling of his
true talent. Sanor plays quiet but
smart. He is capable of much, much
more. Let him use it, develop it.
Prepare him to move on, he has the
ability. Lance Vaughn posses the
quickness, agility and talent to lead'
the Broncos in a point hording of-
fense. His size gives him the ad-
vantage to make the opposing de-
fense work. He can wear them out,
dash to the inside. Think small,
move fast. . "The mouse in the
house." Develop consistancy from
the line. Draw the charge, return
~e pressure to the opposition, put
him four fouls from the bench and
guarantee points. Tanoka Beard
Finesse. Savoirfaire. Intelligence.
Strength. Beard is mentally strong-
until he gets pushed around, until
the elbows fly, untilitgetsdirty. An
aggressive opponent can take Beard
from strong toweary with one quick
jab. His fmesse is easily overcome
and once aggrivated, Beard's con-
centration is broken, he can be taken
from his game. Beard is the big
man. He is talented. He needs to
dig deep for some grit, he can't be
afraid to get a little dirty. Scream a
little. Growl Mr. Beard. Put them
in the palm of your hand mentally,
then beat them physical1y. AtIdaho,
he was cal1ed "soft." He didn't like
it. "I~will never happen again," he
promised. At Eastern Washngton
heheldtoit. He even squared off to
someone, he didn't back down.
Don't break your promise. Find
grit. Find relentlessness. FighL
This is the first in a several part
series on Bronco bas~tball. .mm
-----EE
Room for Rent
Christian female student-Quiet
family home-Non smoker-near
''''bapital High. 375-1246 eve-
nings
~~ to i~rove your GMAT
scores? EfUoffers a compre-
hensive preparation course for
theMarch16thGMATlest. Save
$40.00 by registering before
february 1st. Call 385-4092 for
inform~tion,...-
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOW-
SHIPS, GRANTS, ED'S SER-
VICESBOX3006BOSTON,MA
02130
HELP WANTED
NO GIMMICKS·EXTRA IN·
COME NOWI ENVELOPE
STUFFING-$600-$800 every
week-Free Details: SASE to
Brooks International, Inc., P.O.
Box #680084, Orlando, FL
32868.
Looking for a fraternity, so-
rority or student organization
that would like to earn $500-
$1000 for a one week on-cam-
pus marketingproject. Must be
organized and hard working.
Call Cynthiaor Jeanine at (800)
592-2121 ext. 120.
..CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
• Guidebook and listings. For
complete details send $1.00 10:
P.O.Box15152,Dept.C5,Boise,
Id., 83715-5152.
Christmas, Spring break,
Summer TRAVEL FREE. Air
Couriersneededandcruiseship
jobs. Call 1-805-682-7555 ext.
-IF-1434.
l'FE. ftl
,"",~L.~
AMUSEMENT PARKS,
Holiday Resorts, Disneyland,
6 Flags, are hiring. Great fun
and gel paid too' .Reserve po-
sitionbycalling 1-B05-682-7555
ext. K-1364.
The Academic AdvlslnQ Cen-
ter for student/athletes IS cur-
rently accepting application for
tutors. The positions that are
being filled include mathemat-
ics, biology, education, engi-
neerinQ, physics, chemistry,
statistics, accounting, and
english. If you are interested
please call 385-1103 or stop by
the Pavilion, entrance #3 and
ask for fredGoodeor DanPavel
National marketing firm seeks
mature student to manage on
campus promotions for top
companies this school year.
Flexible hourswith earningspo-
tential to $2,500.00 per semes-
ter. Must be organized,
hardworking and money moti-
vated. Call Lena at (800) 592-
2121, ext. 115.
OK, here's the scoop: I must
sell my vehicle. II's a 1980
Sunbird with 74,000 original
miles and only one dent--pas-
sengersidedoor--butitstill looks
fine and runs well. I'm selling it
forthe exaxtsameprice Ipaid in
December to have a brand new
starter and Firestone battery in-
stalled: $350.00. That's it. As .
is. Period. Call 322-3642 and
leave a message for Cliff; I will
calf you back.
National marketing firm seeks
outgoing, personable students
to work on special marketing
projects on campus. Flexible
hours and excellent pay. No
sales. CallCynthiaat (800)592-
2121 e~enslon 120.
ASSEMBLERI earn as much
as$980.00weeklyworkingpart!
full-time for our Company at
home easy work anyone can
do. Call amazing Recorded
Message 1-212-978-3440 24
hrs.
Read Books for pay-$45,OOO
per Annual Income potential.
Call for amazing details 24 hrs.
1-212-978-3835. .
FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$I.~~STONE
• WEEK.
Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.
Plus a chance at
$S()OO morel
This program works!
No investment needed.
can 1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50
WE NEED
SElF~MonvATED
snJDENTS.
EARN UPm$10IHR.
Marfcel credit cards on campus .
Aexible hoUIS.
Only 10 positions available.
Call Now
1·800·950·8472 Ext. 20
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@Edward Julius Collegiate CW8712
49 Prefix: height
50 Baseball positions
1 "Ttie Dark at the (abbr. )
Top of the -" 51 Horse used in
7 Like blood fluid racing
13 - fever 52 You: Ger.
14 Like a rosebush 53 Stage-door crowd
16 Rubberneck (2 wds.) (2 wds.)
18 Sports-mi nded 58 Record players
(abbr.) . 59 Young girls
19 Water - 60 Wandering
20 Dutch cOlllllune 61 Puts up
21 Map abbreviation
22 See - eye
23 Trucks. for short
25 Tavern brew
26 Writer. Anais -
27 Records
2B European capital
32 Dessert item
33 Rogers and C1ark
34 Dark red
35 Connive
3B Hockey seating area
42 "Poppycock I"
43 Suffix for child
44 Opposite of pos.
45 Platoons
46 School. in Paris
ACROSS 11 Slovenly
12 More shabby
13 Ancient Egyptian
symbol
15 Stylish
17 Late comic FieldS
23 Blow one's -
24 Comforts
29 Accost
30 Actress Schneider.
et al.
31 Sailor's assent
32 P1ay upon words
34 Card game
35 NFLcoach Don. and
1 Run swiftly family
2 Native of North 36 Disprove
Carolina 37 Lifting machine
3 Onassis. for short 38 SUlllllarize
4 Twoof three little 39 Peeved (3 wds.)
words 40 Acts as judge
5 Iterate 41 Exit
6 Periodic payments 43 Meal
7 Author of "Confes- 47 Hungarian composer
sions of Nat Turner" 48 Uneven
8 Inquisitive inter- 54 Hockey legend
jections 55 Suffix: land area
9 Deer 56 Cey of baseba 11
10 Pay dirt 57 L.A. campus
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. COLLEG.E AS'JROLOGy
I?OR 'JHE 'WEEK Ol?JANUARY 28,1991
BY· JOYCE JILLSON
The week begins with enthusi- buzz or drop you a line. The Libra Capricorn (Dec. 22- Jan. 19).
asmand exuberance; you feel as moon is good for entertainingor Feelings of jealousy or revenge
if you can handle all the curves studying at home Saturday evening can sneak up on you and bring
theplanets might throw at you. and Sunday. unhappiness, so be very cool.
Youaren't at your most practical Leo (July 23- Aug. 22). You're FromThursday on. there are
or down-to-earth, but you'll have a likely to be a little cranky until several chances to make
goodMonday. The Leo full moon Thursday, when you can finally extraordinary academic progress,
on Tuesday is extra strong settle down and concentrate on especially in history, engineering
becauseit's a lunar eclipse - assignments again. Plan to give it and economics. You can learn a
over inflated egos will be heard to your all from Thursday through lot from a Sagittarian now. On
popthroughout the week. Don't . Saturday morning, when your Friday, be sure to write those
pressyour point on Wednesday, weekend begins. If you haven't got who are far away. On Saturday The next coupleof weeksI devel-
whenstubbornness rules and you a date for Saturday night, ask a few afternoon, get tutoring from an By Scot Carley opeda routine. I would attendcia
can'twin. friends over and spend the evening expert. The spotlight is on you Special to The University News from 9 a.m. until noon every Mon-
Enjoyyour love life Thursday, at your place. On Monday, Tuesday this weekend, and you're daythroughFriday,andthenI would
whethermaking up after a fight, and Wednesday, remember that expected to be the responsible gosight seeing. Icouldnotgetov
consolingsomeone who's latest your actions carry impetus. If you one. New meetings have a Last summer I took a trip to San the fact that thecity hadsomuch to
romancejust ended, or striking up tell someone off there will be many special glow the next few weeks Sebastian,Spain, through the Uni- seeand explore. I started to make
an interesting conversation with a repercussions, and it may be while Venus is in your sector of versityStudiesAbroadConsortium. many friends and I was very com-
classmate.On Friday studies are embarrassing. So try to keep your communications. It was themost unforgettable trip I fortable with all my new acquain-
the focus, and concentration is cool until the weekend. when a A' (J F b haveever experienced. tances, I was also starting to speakquanus an.- e .18). The I arrived in Madrid,SpainonJune moreandmoreSpanishastheweeks
excellent.The weekend has a peaceful moon reigns again. full moon coincides with a 25. As I was walking down the passed.I enjoyedmy Spanishclass
peace-lovingLibra moon, which Virgo (Aug. 23- Sept. 22). Old change in an important personal plane's escalator it felt like some- thatltook, Although it wasnocake
you'll find most welcome after two stuff is swept away by the full moon relationship: a roommate may one had a huge heat fan pointing walk, it was very impressive. My
weeksof erratic vibes. energy. You'll be ready for a nice, move out or a romance may go ight in my face, "boy was it hOL" teacher did not speakEnglish. It
Aries (March 21- April 19). fresh start on Thursday, when the through a significant passage. Barajas airport was busy that day was quite a shock at first, I had
You're full of beans Monday, moon in Virgo favors all kinds of You may have become attached andwe had to takea 10minute bus never been in this situation before. ~
gaddingabout with the gang and creative activities and sports. If you to someone who is as freedon- 'de from the plane to the terminal. My professor was very nice and '
flirting in every classroom. haven't been resting enough or loving as you are. If so, there's I couldn't get over this city was so willing to bear with my group.
Romancetakes a turn with the full eating properly, this full moon could no reason you can't work it out big and populous and yet it was in The days seemed to pass very
moon,though; someone whose create a little feverish condition that through the friendship side of themiddle of the desert. I grabbed quickly and time was becoming
P
resence you've taken for granted puts you to bed for needed rest. The your love' fortunately you e 't my bags and waited in fine for short. I hadbecomevery comfort-
h
'. ,ar n customs which were done quite able with the people of San
maydepart. leaving you wishing transit of Venus through Pisces is t e possessive type. Do research differently than at home.I received Sebastian.TheBasquepeoplewe
you had said more. Jealousy can helping you straighten out your love work on Thursday and Friday, my custom stamp and then pro- themost extraordinary. They we
causea little irritation on Wednes- life, as well as relationships with when concentration is fine, ceededthroughtwobigdoorswhere very rich in their traditions. They
day.The moon and Venus make close friends. If you've been overly especially for history and I wasgreetedby theGuardia Civil. werethemost friendly peopleI ev
Thursdayrather emotional; yOU'll critical of a roommate, take another philosophy. The Libra moon Is in Theseare the Spanishnational po- met, I remember their great facial
probablyhave to console a friend. look. Understanding will be easier your favor Saturday and Sunday. lice. They took one glance at my expressionsand the knack for re-
Fridayand Saturday are fine for now. Friday and Saturday are Make a long distance call, or aggageandletmepassthrough. It membering faces. They had this
studyingand getting the house in favorable for first dates. take a Sagittarius to dinner. was hard not to stareat them, they presenceof family and a sense0
shape.The moon goes into Libra Libra (Sept.23-oct.23). Social Pisces (Feb.19-March 20). On had semi-automatic machine guns caring that wasquite evident to me.
nextSunday, and whatever you whirl culminates in a full moon in Monday Venus enters your sign. on their Of the fami-
doshould be done with someone your sector of friendship on Tues- where is finds its highest shoulders. lies Imet,
else.. day. You have good ideas for expression in charity and After a 20 never wa
Taurus (April 20· May 20).An contributing to your club's coffers. unselfish devotion,.Thfffu/l moon minute cab treated like
employeror professor- some- You also have strong support from brings some confusion to detail ride, I was stranger
Id d
· I havl h d b t d 't t . d work, and maybe you don't feel . f ina I I y ·They reone 0 er an wiser - saving ate crow, u on ge carne dropped off membere
large influence on you. and all to away, and don' do anything against like doing what you're supposed at the Hotel my nam
the good. Venus, your ruler, the rules. Those who wish to initiate to do. Be easy on yourself, San Fran- and took de
enters Pisces on Monday evening a romance should try the gym or because these restless feelings cisco.Itwas lightinhel
to improve your social life. More laundromat; once you' found the are quite natural. Can you take nice by ing me with
interruptions at home come with one you'd like to know better, cook some special time out? A cafe Spa n ish my speakin
he full moon on Tuesday. Main- for them, or give them a massage. meal with a sympathetic Virgo standards, skills. I was
tainingyour position with the Thursday and Friday are best for might fix you right up. Or get that but theroom deeply im-
crowdcan be expensive Thurs- research in your own quiet corner. same Virgo to give you a back I was stay- pressedwith
day. You're thinking of getting a On Saturday, the moon goes into rub. By the weekend you're back ing in was thepeople0
job- not a bad idea if your class Libra and you have extra energy. An in the swing, with plenty of no bigger Pais Vasco.
. ddt S 'tt . f' d bl energy on Saturday and Sunday than a closet, I was too excited to Now I understandthe camaraderie
schedulewith permit it. The best In epen en agl anus nen ows . d d' seeMadrid toworry aboutmy room. that the Basque people of Boise
questionor conference day is into town to confuse you in matters for exercise an stu Ylng. I wassocurious about this different speak of when they mention their
Friday;see all authorities of love. ...... country that nothing was going to ancestorsin the Basquecountry 0
then.Saturday has romantic Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). On .:L.,!.L.~f%/:qf..~;,·.~~~~.;\~.r.~:.:'.~I.. get in my way of exploring iL That Spain.
overtones; ask out the one you Tuesday the full moon emphasizes ~ ". ~, .~. .-ir. evening I walked down the busy TheexperiencesI hadin Spainare ..
have in mind. Enjoy a day of quiet reputation. Even a foolish rumor can ;.:/W· ~W ·-~ih. streetsof Madrid. I was alone, but numerous. Whether it was sigh
studySunday. cause a stir under these skies, so *~ ;?iJ \fi')~~i not really. The peoplewere fasci- seeing Madrid, the Fiesta de San
Gemini (May 21-June 21). A please behave, especially Wednes- 1]," :'.~'! 'Ji.""" nating. There were bands playing Femin in Pamplona(running of the
littleextra caution is called for this day evening. A delightful Venus J:~} .",,~!f:Jr ~~';.t in the streets, vendors selling bulls), Onatte,Gemika, the Basque
week, especl
'allythrough the full transit begins on Monday,.and for a ,,\: ..,:.tm~:jji'-l. '.:i-;~1 bocadillos (sandwiches) and of food, culture, artorjust lying on theI;..·):...!~,;vr.f'I~i.·,\~'1 ~~)' th b full f I bea h fS S b . th
moonperiod. Travel only if few weeks those who are In the ~;'I:':;~7"' ~''''*i .~:t~\,~·if· course e ars were 0 peop e. c 0 an e asnan eopponn-. k f fl" d '11 <;Si~ 'II}; :.~~~~., I never felt scaredbeing alonem a nities were many. I get anxious to
necessary,and then very eau- mar etor lrtafton .an ro~ance WI ilj4)~ i5'i~l'~~}.~·· hugecity like Madrid. The people return again to SanSebastianevery
tiously.Overall. you should find have lots of fun. a time of Improved ;~:~;¥.&'ilr··'· were very nice and warm. They time I glance at my photo album
yourselfwith energy and creativity communications begins on Thurs- alwayssmiled andgreetedyouwith andremember thegood timesI had.
to spare. You'll spend hours on d~y. You'll have a lot of fun.on. a "buenos dias," Icouldn't believe I still want to go back to seemore.....
the phone, as it seems everyone Fnday. And ~atur?ay morning IS how friendly thesepeoplewere. . By taking the opportunity of ex-'
you know calls. Thursday Isthe good for getting friends to help you 1. :'~:'IIl'IoWO"'lor After a couple of days seeing the ploring San Sebastian,Spain, you.
bestday for dealing with profes- move. An old sore spot can get 2. W....dyoulll.lottlycur..... magnificent museums, the Prado, let yourself become immersed in a
sors and administrators; Venus bumped on Saturday night; perhaps 3. :n~.oIl-motlvtlld'/ The Palicio Real and other art gal- culture so fascinating and real tha
will be heJplngout In your dealings you run !ntoan ex. Take good care 4. Anyouablloltlltnlnptntlll1 leries it was time to journey to San you will not want to leave. The
with bureaucracy for a few weeks. with your diet through the weekend. "you..wendYElIoall 01 til. tbovt, Sebastian. program thatwasdevelopedfor San
Havesome frl'endsover on Frl'day Sagittarius (Nov. 22-0ec.21). youanJutltII.ptllOllWt'ralooldnalorl As the buscut through the hills of Sebastianis excellent. The instruc-• loA til .. erI......... c••, .. 1It,- theprovince of Navarre, all I could tors are very competentandwilling
or Saturday, when the home fires New and different experiences . =",~~:=It=~think of waswhere arewe going. ·1 to help after class and even hav
are tinged with favorable moon- come through people you meet InYouwlltltOhavttll.opporUIflylowm knew that SanSebastianwason the .dinner or lunch to discussdifficul-
light. classes. especially those reolate~ ~o an rnIIbtno Proo.... lor~~ cltlllI coast. I was told to relax and that it ties you might have. The mam'
Th f II
t • Amtllctll Expratt, Ford, IIotIon
Cancer (June 22.July 22), The your major. e u moon IS ~XC1 Ing l)\tnraIty. 'lbtra.. no 1nvolYtd. wasonly 10minutesaway,andthen objective of theprogram is to learn ~'
full moon tlils week Is In your for you- tne only caveat being that =~~"imo'::m::.~~came that unforgettable si$hL The about the different cultures, cus-
possessions sector so take good if you drive too fast between wtllt .. a1t11.loIowlna.,jd..." busstartedtomakeahugenghtturn toms, language, traditions and
care of valuables. On Monday, Monday and Wednesday you're arounda hill and there from out of able to appreciateadifferent way0
Venusmoves into a very favorable bound to get a ticket. On Thursday nowhere was the most beautiful life.
position for your studies and and Friday talk to profess~rs: ....owow·.,,_ sunset you could ever imagine. I I feel verv fortunate that I was
relationshipswith teachers; the Saturday is the day to s~clahze.Get J ,1.1% stood in awe for a moment, all I given the portunity to visit San
next few weeks are good for together with new acquaintances. could hear was the oceancrashing Sebastian nn. The experiences
askingfavors or getting recom- and explore new ideas. The transit againstthe beach,thebeautiful sun that I had friends and thebeau-
mendations. An interesting person of Venus through your home sector ~========~== with its orange-redglow seemedas tiful COUl made 'a lasting im-
who comes into your life on helps you enj?y your own co~~ EXTNOGRAIMMIINCCOKSME-NOWI ~ though itwasmotion'p:<;s.Isnapped pression :e. lean't wait to
Thursday can tum out to be key In corner. StudYingand entertaining at ~ out of my daze wt- everyone in backand, rienceall thesething
. IIIb h f n . .. FFIHG· • • . , the bus began to cia". They were once aga·
your scenario t.his t.erm. Friday has home w e muc more u . ENVELOPESlU __ $OOO'$IllO~"'" l'
Y
ourname on it as'the moon Continue to keep valuables secure FreeDelals:~I~""';"'''' xcited as I was to see the city of . IfyOU'I
I h ....... ,-,-_- an Sebastian, and ~o arrive at ies Abro:
reminds everyone to give you a.· and well-hidden, especially,w en 1';;;;==i;;;P.o;;;;.8oI~6llOlilri~;;;;;.0rIM»,;;:·~:;R.;;32868;'=~I~~h~OO~I~·.____Bieter L
you entertain. -
A summer in Spain
�
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Escalante Cont'd from Front
pable of helping grade papers. He
gave the student some problems to
take home and told him that suc-
cessful completion of them would
be the criteria for helping to grade
papers. When the student returned
the· next day with the homework
done correctly Escalante said he
had finished grading papers and did
not need help. But, he pointed out
the student had shown himself ca-
pableof doing the lessons. Heforeed
the student to accept his own poten-
tial and in doing so created a new
scholar.
-:: Expectations are very important
said Escalante, "I expect my kids to
be winners. You expect kids to be
losers, they will be losers," Too
often, Escalante said, students are
written offbyeducators;Ratherthan
assuming students are not interested
in learning he suggested offering
encouragement in order to get them
interested.
He related the story of two
Johnny's in his class. One Johnny,
he said, was one of his best stu-
dents. The other Johnny was pure
trouble. One day Johnny's mother
calledte find out how her boy was
doing in class. Assumin§, this was
the mother of the "good' Johnny,
Escalante assured her that her son
was one of his favorite students and
was a joy to have in his class. The
next day the "bad" Johnny ap-
proached him and said he knew
what he had told his mother. Soon
this Johnny who was once a poor
student became one of the best stu-
dents.
Part of. the encouragement
EscaIante offers is a genuine con-
cern and love for his students. He
spoke about the importance of
building confidence and positive
self-esteem in his students. He tells
them not to be afraid of making
mistakes because it is a common
thing for everyone to make mis-
takes. He also uses the examples of
former students to motivate his stu-
dents and parents.
Escalante has been at Garfield
High School for 17 years and many
of his former students have gone on
to careers in professional fields in-
cluding some who have achieved a
Ph.D.
The MLK Human Rights march down Capitol Blvd. on January 21.
majors, will be spending this se-
mester in the rainforests of Guate-
mala as part of a three-month in-
ternship with The Peregrine Fund.
Roe and Pedde will be joining four
Raptor Biology graduate students
and lead by David Whitaker, a
research scientist of new world
tropics with The Peregrine Fund.
Roe and Peddeare the first under-
graduate students to participate in
ThePeregrineFund 's Maya Project,
which is studying raptors in Central
America in an effort to preserve
them in the face of mounting envi-
ronmental pressures.
Roe will study the prey of the
Helms Cont'd from Front
say over people who had signs," said Davidson. "We were all there for
Martin Luther King," , ,
Love said the problem was caused by the timing of the bill's passage.
"We didn't know we'd be at war then," said Love. "War is integrated
everywhere you go, it's on everyone's minds,"
"All of the MLK celebrations around the country had anti-war senti-
ments," said Love. ,
"If I would have known that," said Helms. "I would have brought a huge
sign that said 'support our troops' I am very proud of our soldiers in the Gulf
and I resent that I am now viewed as a 'war lover.' On the other hand, I do.
not consider myself a peace activist although I pray for peace daily,"
"In conclusion, the freedom of speech demonstrated by many infringed
upon my freedom of choice. I was labeled, automatically, through par-
ticipation and association. That bothers me deeply," said Helms.
Banks said he didn't go on the march "because I probably would have
strangled one of those peace marchers."
,., Undergrads selected for three-
month internship in Guatemala
By Matt Fritsch
The University News
Each year many BSU under-
graduates persevere through the
Concepts of Biology to fulfill an
AreaIIIrequirement. As part of the
class all students must partake of a
one hour lab in the cold sterile en-
virons of the Science and Nursing
Building. ' .
,- YetnotaU labs are indoors and not
all labs are cold, and sterile.
Junior Corinna Roe and sopho-
more Sara Pedde, both Biology
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and insects that are eaten by the
falcons.
The catalyst for Roe and Pedde is
BSU biology professor, Dr. Jim
Munger. ItwaslastDecemberthat
Munger asked students in his Ver-
tebrate Natural History class if
anyone was interested injoining the
project, RoeandPeddewerepicked
because they exhibited great inter-
est in field and tropical biology de-
spite the expensive price. tag that
accompanied the opportunity.
The trip will cost approximately
$2,000 for each student, The trip is
being supported by BSU (which
has waived their student fees), The
Peregrine Fund, the Idaho
Herpetological Society and by
the students themselves.
"Weare shooting for a Feb. 8
departure and will stay until
July or August," Whitakersaid.
The group will drive in a cara-
van of three pickups loaded
with equipment, trail bikes.and
hundreds of pounds of granola,
Whitaker explained.
laughing falcon, which consists "I'm really excited about
wholly of snakes. strengthening the ties between BSU
"I have liked snakes since I was and The Peregrine Fund. This is a
little. I never understood why people great opportunity for the students, it
were afraid of them and that made gives them achance to study raptors
me much more fascinated about in one of the absolute best places,"
them," Roe said. Whitaker said.
Pedde will study the insects and the expedition will be assisted by
small birds that are consumed by 25 Guatemalan locals that are fa-
other falcons in the region. Pedde, miliar with both the lay of the land
like Roe, has been interested in ., and the animals located in the area.
biology since childhood. In return the researchers will share
"As a kid I made my own nets to their knowledge of the birds.
catch butterflies and other bugs. I Contributions to help defray the
will be naming the prey base for the costs can be made to the BSU
falcons. II Foundation Guatemalan Internship.
Prey base is the term given to
those smaller birds, lizards, snakes
